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A quantitative "black-box" modelis constructedfor interpretingdata that describethe dependence
of
binaural maskedthresholdson the proportionof commonnoisein the maskingsignals.This model is a
natural adjunct to the equalization-and-cancellation
model,discussed
in previouspapers.

presentedto the two earswasvaried by controllingthe
Nmasking-level
the
writer's
previous
theoretical
work
onbinaural
differences,
•-4 it has
always
been proportionof noisecontributedby the sourcethat was
assumedthat the interaural relationsof the two masking

signalsare deterministicones.5 In the presentnote, a
model is constructed for data in which the interaural
relations are statistical. The data considered are those

of Robinsonand Jeffress,describingthe variation in
the binaural

masked threshold as a function

of the

crosscorrelation
coefficientof the maskingcomponents.
6
The modelis a natural adjunct to the equalization-andcancellation model and it is assumed that the reader is

familiar with the writer's main paper on this topic.a
In the Robinson-Jeffress
experiment,the two masking componentswere synthesizedfrom three separate
noisesources.One sourcewasfed to one ear, one to the
other ear, and one to both ears. The spectraof these
three sources were all the same and covered the fre-

commonto both ears. The target signal consistedof a
500-cpstone of 150-msecduration, having a rise and
decay time of 25 msec,and was presentedwith equal
amplitude to both ears.In additionto varying the proportion of commonnoisein the maskingsignals,the
following four interaural phase configurations were
considered.
NOS0

commonnoiseand signalboth in phaseat the
two

NTrSTr
NOS•N,rS0

quencyregion 100-3000 cps. The levels of the first
two sourceswere always equal, and the levels of the

ears

common noise and signal both reversed in
phaseat one ear
common noise in phase, signal reversed in
phaseat one ear
common noise reversed in phase at one ear,
signalin phase

two channelsfrom the third sourcewere always equal. Also, two methods of threshold measurement were
The level of the total masking signal (the same for employed,onebasedon the "constant"methodand one
eachear) was maintainedat 50 dB re 0.0002ubar, and based on the "two-alternative, forced-choice"method.
the crosscorrelationcoefficientof the masking signals
The total stimuli yx(t) and y2(t) presentedto ears 1
and 2 in this experimentcan be written
1N. I. Durlach, "Note on the Equalization and Cancellation
Theory of Binaural Masking-Level Differences,"J. Acoust. Soc.
Am. 32, 1075-1076 (1960).
•'N. I. Durlach, "Note on the Creation of Pitch through
BinauralInteraction," J. Acoust.Soc.Am. 34, 1096--1099(1962).
aN. I. Durlach, "Equalization and Cancellation Theory of

y• (t)= us(t)q-n•(t),

y•.
(t)=s(t)+ns(t),

(1)

where s(t) is the target signal,nj(t) is the masking
signal to ear j (j=l,2), and u==t=l. The masking
1206-1218 (1963).
4N. I. Durlach, "Note on Binaural Masking-Level Differences signalsnj(t) can be written

BinauralMasking-LevelDifferences,"J. Acoust.Soc.Am. 35,

at High Frequencies,"
J. Acoust.Soc.Am. 36, 576--581(1964).
5In the data toward which the previoustheoreticalwork has
been oriented,the maskingsignalshave always been identical
exceptfor a fixedshift in amplitude,time of arrival, or phase.

nx(t) = vamc(t)q-bmx
(t),

n•.(t) = amc(t)q-bm•(t),

(2)
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(1,1). The curvesin Fig. ! are theoreticaland are explained below. For further details on the experimental
data, the readeris referredto the paper by Robinson
and Jeffress.
ø

Assumenow that (a)the listener'sdetectionperformance is determined by the signal-to-noiseratio
at the output of the binaural interaction,and (b) the
auditow system'sschemefor improvingthis ratio (over
the monauralsignal-to-noiseratio) is to add the two
stimuliin the case(1,r) and to subtractthe two stimuli
in the case (-l,r). Assume, furthermore, that (c)
there existsa bandpassfilter in the ear (the "critical
band") that filters out the noiseoutsidea band around
the frequencyof the target signal,and (d) the addition
and subtraction operationsare corrupted by random

amplitudeand time errors.[The assumptionthat the
auditow system respondsto the stimulus (1,r) by
adding is replaced below by the assumptionthat it
respondsby inserting an interaural delay of one-half
where me(t) is the noise waveform common to both cycleof the signaltoneand then subtracting.The reason
ears,mj(t) the noisewaveformfed to ear j (j= 1,2), a, b for consideringthe addition postulate first is that it
leadsto a modelthat is simpler.The reasonfor considerthe amplitudefactors,and v= + 1.
postulateis explainedbelow.•
Assumenow that the noisewaveformsmc(t), mi(t), ing the delay-subtraction
Denoting
the
result
of
passinga signal through the
and ms(t) are normalizedto have unit power.The total
powerin nj(t) is thengivenby aS+beand the proportion filter by a prime and denotingthe amplitudeand time
of power that is due to the commonnoiseis given by errors by ei and •i, one can expressthe output of the
aS/(aS+be).The correlationcoefficientr of the masking binaural interaction Y(t) in the form
signalsnj(t) is definedby the equation
Y(t)= (1-e•.)yd (t-•.)+u(1e•)yx'(t-•)
Fro. 1. Binaural masking-level differenceas a function of the
interaural correlation coefficientof the masking noise. Data obtained from Robinson and Jeffress.

r= (n•(t)n•.(t))/(n•'(t))«(n•?'(t))
•,

where the angular brackets denote the ensemble
average.Making useof Eqs. (2), one obtains

r= va•'/(a•'-+-b•').

=S(t)+N(t),

(3)

(4)

(5)

where

S(t), signalcomponentafter binauralinteraction,
= (1-o)s'(t-•)+
(1-•,)s'(t-•O,

N (t), noisecomponentafter binauralinteraction,
= (1-- e•.)[•amd
(t-(%)+bmd (t-li2)-]
commonnoisea2/(a2-t-b2),and the sign of r depends
upon whether the common noise was presented in
+u (1- e0Evamd
(t-•) + bm•'(t-l•O-].
phase(v= 1) or out of phase(v= -1). With this notation, eachof the stimuli usedin the experimentcan be Inasmuchas the bandwidth of the target signalis subspecified
by choosing
the valuesof u andr in the pair stantially less than the critical bandwidth, one has
s'(t)= s(t). Usingthe sameletter to denotethe Fourier
(u,r) as follows:
The magnitude of r dependsupon the proportion of

transform of a function as was used to denote the time

NOS0

(u = 1, 0 < r (1),

N,rS•r

(u= - 1, - 1( r < 0),

function• (andlettingcodenoteangularfrequency),one
can rewrite Eqs. 1, 2, and 5 as

NOSr

(u= - 1, 0<rx< 1),

y• (w) = us(w)q-n•(w),

N•rS0

(u= 1, - 1x<r < 0).

y•.(w)= s(w)q-n•.(co),

The condition r--0 is equivalent to no common noise
at all.

n• (co)= vam,(w)q-bm•(co),
n•.(w)=am,(w)+bm•.(w),

A summaw of the experimental data obtained by
Robinsonand Jeffressis shownin Fig. 1. The abscissa
at the bottom of the graph givesthe value of r for the
• D. E. Robinson and L. A. Jeffress,"Effect of Varying the
configuration(-1,r). The abscissaat the top of the Interaural Noise Correlation on the Detectability of Tonal
J. Acoust.Soc.Am. 35, 1947-1952 (1963).
graph givesthe value of r for the configuration(1,r). Signals,"
* It is assumed here that all stimulus functions are defined to be
The ordinate presentsthe masking-leveldifferencebe- zero outside some finite time interval so that the Fourier transtweenthe givenconditionand the standard condition forms of thesefunctionsconverge.
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S(co)
= s(co)E(1-e2)exp(-io•2)
(6)
+ (1-- e,) exp(--icob,)-],
N (co)
= age'(co)
[-(1- e2)exp(--ico•)
+uv(1-- •x)exp(--io•$x)•

+b[ (1- •)m•' &) exp(-io•aO
+u(1- •x)m•'(o•)exp(-iwax)-].
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The curvesin Fig. 1 are obtainedfrom Eq. (9) by
insertingthe values 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, and 1.8 for k. If
the values v•=0.25 and v•=105 usec (which were

frequentlyused in the writer's previousworka) are
employed, one obtains k-l.2. The fact that the
theoretical curve for this value of k falls below the data

at (- 1, 1)is merelya reflectionof the fact that the curve
selected for determination of the values v• and v• in

Assumenow that (e) the appropriatesignal-to-noise the writer'spreviouswork fell belowthe corresponding
ratio at the output of the binaural interaction is ob- data.•øThe crucial test for evaluating the consistency
in comparingthe data
tained by averagingover the errors e• and /J• before of Eq. (9) with the data consists
with the curve whose k value is chosen to fit the data
dividing the signalcomponentby the noisecomponent.
Letting xv denotethe averageover the errors(and re- at (-1, 1) or (1, -1), i.e., in comparingthe shapesof
calling that angular bracketsdenote the averageover the theoretical and empirical curves. Although no
the noise ensemble),one can expressthe change in statisticalanalysishasbeenmade,crudevisualobservation indicates that the fit is not unreasonable. •
signal-to-noise
ratio betweenthe monauraland binaural
Those readers who are familiar with the writer's
casesby the factor
previous work on the equalization-and-cancellation
fAV[S (o•)[2dw/fAv(l N
model•-a will observethat the concepts,techniques,
f=
.
(7)
approximations,etc., used above are essentiallythe
same as those used before for different

stimuli.

One

point of difference,however,is the following.In the
writer's previouswork,TMit was suggestedthat, when
the stimulus was of the form (1,-1), the auditow
systemrespondednot by adding but by insertingan
interauraldelayof one-halfcycleof the signaltoneand
then subtracting.This hypothesiswasinvokedin order
critical bandwidth is small. One can then show that, to explain the masking-leveldifferencebetweenthe
conditions (1,-1)
and (-1, 1), a difference that
approximately,
becomesas much as 7 dB at 200 cps,without resorting
in the errorfactorsv• andva.The valueof the
f=
,
(8) to changes
masking-leveldifferencewas then interpretedas being
1+v? + [a•/(a•+b•)]uv
determinedby the width of the critical band and the
where w0 denotes the frequency of the target signal. width of the head.The hypothesisthat the systemdeMaking use of Eq. (4), one can rewrite Eq. (8) as layed and subtracted,rather than simply added,was
f= (•+ •)/ (•+ur),
(9) "justified" on the groundsthat the latter operation,
unlike the former, was not ordinarily required in a
where k=(l+v•)/exp(-wo•v,•).
For the standard natural acoustical environment. In order to increase
stimulus(1,1), onehasf= 1. In otherwords,the thresh- the consistency
of the presentmodelwith the previous
old for this stimulus is the same as for the mortaural
one [-and to account for the binaural masking-level
betweenthe stimuli (1, - 1) and (- 1, 1)],
stimulus.8 Thus, accordingto the model, the quantity differences
10 logf constitutesthe theoreticalcounterpartof the it will now be assumedthat the auditory system redata in Fig. 1.
spondsto the stimulus(1, r) by delayingone-halfcycle
In the event that the systemperformswith perfect and subtracting.
precision (i.e., v•a=v,•=0), one obtains k=l and
Letting/Sdenotethe width (in radians)of the critical
f=2/(l+ur).
If, also,there is no commonnoise(i.e., band and 7 the mean value of/Sx-b•. (no longernecesr=0), thenf= 2 andthe improvementoverthe standard sarily assumedto be zero), one can show•3 that the
conditionis 3 dB. If, instead,r= u, then f= 1 and there improvementin signal-to-noise
ratio for the stimulus
is no improvement.If, on the other hand, r=-u, then
f= • and the improvementis infinite.Returningto the
•0Comparethe theoreticalcurveand the datapointsat 500 cps
generalcasegivenby Eq. (9), onenotesthat for u= --u labeled JBD, BJT, and JBSW in Ref. 3, Fig. 2.
• In the writer'sopinion,the main deficiencyin the shapeof the
Eq. (9) reducesto the sameequationas that whichwas theoretical curvesis that they do not rise quite steeply enoughin
usedpre•ously• by the writer for the case (-1, 1). the regionwhere f is large.

In this equation, the subscripton n'(w) has been
omittedbecause
(I n•'
Assume,finally, that (f) e•, e•, b•, b• are statistically
independentrandom variablesof mean zero and variances•s=%•=•
and
are Gaussian;(h) the changein exp(-wsv,•) acrossthe

8The theoreticalpredictionthat the stimulus(1,1) leadsto the
same threshold as the monaural stimulus is well-supported by

experiment.For somedata comparingthesetwo stimuli, see,for
example,I. J. Hirsh and M. Burgeat,"Binaural Effectsin Remote
Masking,"J. Acoust.Soc.Am. 30, 827-832 (1958).
s SeeRef. 3, Eq. (14).

•' SeeRef. 3, pp. 1216-1217.
•aIn derivingEq. (10), the followingassumptions
weremade' (a)
the changein cos[•0(•r/co0--7)-]
exp(-•0•'• •') acrossthe frequency
spanof Is(•0) •' is small; (b) (rn,'(co)I•') is a rectanglecentered
on •oo; (c) sin[B(,r/•oo-v+•-•.)/2]/[B(,r/•oo-7+•-•.)/2]
•sin[B(,rfioo-7)/2-]/[•(,rfioo-7)/2-].
Use was also made of the
equalityfAY( ]N (•o)]•')d•= AVf
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(1, r) achieved with the delay-subtractionoperation
Returning now to Eq. (11) and the head-widthis givenby
limitationfactor,, one observes
that f/f is most
sensitiveto, in the neighborhood
of r-- 1. Assuming
?=
that, is confinedto the interval 0 msecx<,x< 0.4 msec
[k/cos
(coo,)
•nt-rsinq/q
'
(correspondingto a minimum maximum-achievablewhereq=•(r/coo-,)/2.
The termssinq/qarisesfrom delay time of 0.6 msec), one has 1>_cos(co0,)>_0.31.
the decorrelation in the common-noisecomponent For r=l, one obtainsf/f=[k+cos(coo,)sinq/q-]/
causedby the delay ,r/coo-,. The possibility of a [-k+cos(co0,)•l, independentof ,. For r=0, one
nonzero value for, is introduced in order to account for

obtains
f/f= (k+ 1)/[k+cos(wo,)-]
andfindsthat f/f

a possiblehead-widthlimitation.•4If it is assumedthat is bounded between 1.00 and 1.52, the lower bound
the systemcannot effect a delay greaterthan the time occurringwhen ,=0 and the upper when ,=0.4 msec
width h of the head (i.e., greater than the delays and k= 1.00. When r=- 1, one obtains
normally required)and r/coo>h, then , is given by
r/coo-h and q becomes
•h/2. The changein the masked
threshold resulting from the change in the binaural
processing
(fromadditionto delaysubtraction)is given
by the ratio f/f. Combining
Eqs. (9) and (10),one (Note that the first factoron the right-handsideof this
obtains
equationis simply f/f evaluatedat r-0.) It is clear
that, for an appreciably,, and for k reasonablycloseto
(k+ 1)[k-+-rcos(coo,)
sinq/q•

[k-+k+l
f/f•=k
c-•-ss
(co
o
,)](k--cos(co0,)
-J k_ls•'nq/q]. (13)

f/?=

.

[k-+-cos(coo,)
] (k+r)

unity,f/f canbecome
quitelarge.For example,
for
k=l.1, sinq/q=0.984, and ,=0.1,

0.2, 0.3, and 0.4,

f/f= 1.68,3.34,6.49,and 11.87,respecIf oneassumesthat the systemhasno addeddifficulty oneobtains
in effecting delays greater than h (so that , can be
taken equalto zero), then Eq. (11) reducesto

f/?=

k+r sin(•Tr/2coo)/
(•Tr/2wo)
k+r

.

Since •x<2cooand Ox<sin(tSTr/2coo)/(tSTr/2coo)<l,
one

has f/f>_ 1 if and only if r x<0.Choosing
a critical
bandwidth of /•/27r=100cps (Ref. 15), the factor
sin(•r/2coo)/(tSTr/2coo)
becomes
0.984.Clearly,unlessone
choosesk and r such that k+r is very small, one has

f/f• 1. For k= 1.1andr=- 1, oneobtains
f/f= 1.16
or 0.6 dB. For k= 1.05and r- - 1 (leadingto a value of

f of 41 or 16dB),oneobtains
f/f= 1.32or 1.2dB. In
general,for reasonable
choicesof • and k, it is apparent
that if one discounts the head-width

limitation

the dif-

ferencebetweenthe addition and the delay-subtraction
operationsis reasonablysmall at coo/27r=500
cps. It
should also be noted that, to the extent that the differencesare not negligible,the delay-subtractionoperation
givesa better fit to the data.•ø
•4For a comparable treatment of the head-width-limitation
problem for stimuli in which the masking signalsare identical
except for an interaural amplitude ratio and an interaural time
delay, seeRef. 3, Eq. (7).
•5 See,for example, D. D. Greenwood,"Auditory Masking and
the Critical Band," J. Acoust.Soc.Am. 33, 484-502 (1961); J. A.
Swets, D. M. Green, and W. P. Tanner, Jr., "On the Width of
Critical Bands," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 34, 108-113 (1962). Note,
in particular, the result in the latter paper that, if the criticalband filter is assumedto be rectangular [as was assumedin the
derivationof Eq. (10)•, the width at 1000 cps is approximately
100 cps. (In general,it hasbeenfound that the width of the critical
band is essentiallyconstantbetween500 and 1000cps.)
•0 For both the "constant" and "forced-choice"methods, the
stimulus(1,-- 1) leadsto a slightlysmallermasking-leveldifference
than the stimulus(--1,1). If the subtractionoperationis assumed
for the stimulus (--1,r) and the delay-subtraction
operationis
assumedfor the stimulus (1,r), this differenceis describedtheoretically by the differencebetween f and f.

tively. In general,in order to fit the presentdata by
using subtractionfor the stimulus (-1, r) and delay
subtractionfor the stimulus (1, r), and to maintain a
common k for both stimuli, , must be restricted to
relatively small values.•7
A secondpoint that requiresconsiderationwhencomparing this modelwith the previouswork is the following. In the previous work, the basic schemeof the
auditory systemwasdescribedas an attempt to eliminate the maskingnoiseby equalizingthe two noisecomponentsand then subtracting.If this processingwere
performedwith completeprecision,and the interaural
relationsof the target signaldifferedfrom thoseof the
maskingsignal,the maskingsignalwouldbe completely
eliminatedand there wouldbe an infiniteimprovement
in the signal-to-noiseratio. In the present model, the
operations chosen for the auditory system do not
equalizeand cancelthe two maskingcomponents
and,
is somecases,actually lead to an increasein the noise
level. •8

In general,it is clearthat in orderto makethe present
modelconsistentwith the previousmodel,both models
must be regardedas specialcasesof a more general
model.Althoughthis more generalmodelhas not been
worked out in any detail, it appears that the basic
•7Note that a similar result was obtainedfor the data in Ref. 3,
Fig. 8. The best-fit theoretical curve for those data was ob-

tained by assuminga/3/27r of 100 cpsand an h of 0.9 msec(correspondinghereto a 'v of 0.1 msec).The discrepancy
betweenthis
value of h on the one hand and the more reasonable value h=0.6

msecobtainedfrom the data in Ref. 3, Fig. 9, on the other hand,
is currently being exploredexperimentally.
•8For example,in applying the subtractionoperationto the
stimulus(--1,r), not only are the independentcomponentsm•(t)
and ms(t) combinedto raise the noiselevel resultingfrom these
componentsby a factor of 2, but, when the commoncomponent
me(t)is presentedout of phase(i.e., r<0), the noiselevel resulting from this componentis raised by a factor of 4.
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schemeof this modelshouldinvolvethe following perimentif (a) the correlationcoefficient
is computed
postulates'
(a) thereexistsa givenrepertoire
of inter- only at valuesfor whichthe phaseof the carderof the
auraltransformations
availableto theauditorysystem; correlationfunctionis an integralmultiple of •r (i.e.,
(b) thebinauralprocessing
consists
of applyingoneof only the envelopeof the correlationfunction is conthesetransformations
and then subtracting;(c) for sidered)and (b) the transferfunctionof the criticala given stimulus,the auditory systemchoosesthat band filter is assumedto be a rectanglewith a width
transformationwhich maximizesthe signal-to-noiseof 100 cps.This resultis consistent
with the present
ratio at the output of the subtractor.For all of the data model provided that one assumesthat the auditow
consideredto date, it hasbeensufficientto assumethat systemis capableof insertingcompensating
delaysup
the repertoire of interaural transformationsconsists to, but not beyond,one-halfof a periodof the signal

of the singletransformation"delay." To what extent tone(1.0msecat 500cps).2•In thiscase,the onlyaffect
this repertoirewill have to be enlargedwhenfurther of the carrier phase is to determinethe interauraldata are consideredand to what extent it can be altered signalphaseafter the compensating
delay is inserted
by learningprocesses,
remainto be seen.
(the compensating
delayaffectsthe signalas well as
The fact that the variation of the binaural masked
threshold with the interaural correlation coefficient

the noise). As far as the interaural correlationof the
noiseis concerned,
the only parameterthat mattersis
evidenced
in the Robinson-Jeffress
experimentdiffers the envelope
value.Finally,it is alsointerestingto note
so drasticallyfrom that evidencedin the Jeffress- that the value of 100 cps obtainedby Langfordand
Blodgett-Deatherage
experiment
•0 (in which the cor- Jeffressfor the critical bandwidth is identical to the
relationwasvariedby controllingthe interauraldelay valueobtainedby the writer in fitting the equalizationof the noise)is no surpriseaccordingto this model. and-cancellation
modelto the Jeffress,Blodgett,and
If the auditorysystemis capableof insertingits own Deatheragedata.
delay, what counts is not the interaural correlation
coefficient of the noise but the values of the interaural
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Robinson-Jeffress
experimentcan be madeto coincide greaterthan somemaximumvalue r0 and r0<r/coo,then the cor-

relationof the noiseafter the attemptedcompensation
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on the carrier phase4• when 4• is in the interval co0r0
<4•_<•r.If,
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ex-
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